BOMA Canada COVID-19 and Cleaning Webinar – time stamps

0.0.0 Meeting Begins – Intro/disclaimer Benjamin Shinewald
0.1.12 Intro to webinar
0.3.20 Introduces Susan and Linda
0.3.50 Susan Allen’s update for Ontario’s Non-essential business closing
0.5.30 Benjamin on behalf of Linda Carbone’s update on Quebec
0.7.22 Susan gives further update – thanking frontline workers, social distancing
0.9.30 BLS Introduces guests
0.10.15 BLS Introduces Rennie from GDI
0.10.49 Rennie begins (Understanding COVID -19)
0.12.38 Rennie – How hard is it to Kill
0.13.40 Rennie – Modes of transmission
0.15.35 Rennie - High Risk Surfaces examples
0.16.18 Rennie – Disinfection Overview
0.17.28 Rennie – Disinfectants – How good is good?
0.18.58 Rennie – Disinfectants continued
0.21.26 Rennie – Disinfection – study on Coronavirus
0.21.55 Rennie – Action Phases – Facility Response Simplified
0.24.00 Rennie – Keep it out Daily Touch Point Cleaning
0.25.12 Rennie – Stamp it out
0.26.58 Rennie – Deep cleaning/Disinfection/Decontamination
0.34.29 BLS comments –
0.35.28 BLS introduces Bill Fender from FirstOnSite
0.36.25 Bill begins presentation
0.40.42** Bill – Training and PPE
0.43.09 Bill – Rapid Pace – Many Unknowns
0.45.58 – BLS comments – comment from Gov of Canada (update)
0.46.37 BLS introduces Randy Burke from DCS
0.47.53 – Randy begins presentation

Randy – Property Management Activities – Now

Randy – Service Provider Needs & Expectations

Randy – Surface Sanitization Testing

Randy – Property Management Activities Near Term

BLS – comments

0.56.40 – Q & A session begins

Q if Coronavirus dies after a certain amount of time on a surface, can we make workplace coronavirus free if it was sealed off for x amount of days?

1.01.28 – cleaning guidelines available for janitorial staff published by gov?

1.04.06 – HVAC transmission and filters to use?

1.07.08 – do you need to clean the surface after spraying disinfectant?

1.09.29 – concern / attention on waste and recycling receptacles?

1.10.55 – Hydroxyl generators and probiotic cleaning agents?

1.12.14 – Randy – dealing with cleaning costs given lack of full staffing in buildings?

1.13.27 – Thoughts on tenant engagement on cleaning procedures?

1.17.20 – Bill – help with protocols?

1.18.22 – Thoughts on steam cleaners vs. chemical cleaners for surfaces?

1.21.19 – BLS - final thoughts from presenters

BLS – Final comments, COVID-19 announcements and next BOMA Canada webinar

1.29.04 – Final remarks and thanks to presenters

1.30.02 – Webinar ends.